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Abstract – Face Recognition is a nascent field of research with many challenges. The proposed system focuses on
recognizing faces in a faster and more accurate way using eigenface approach and genetic algorithm by considering the
entire problem as an optimization problem. It consists of two stages: Eigenface approach is used for feature extraction and
genetic algorithm based feed forward Neuro-Fuzzy System is used for face recognition. Classification of face images to a
particular class is done using an artificial neural network. The training of neural network is done using genetic algorithm, a
machine learning approach which optimizes the weights used in the neural network. This is an efficient optimization
technique and an evolutionary classification method. The algorithm has been tested on 200 images (20 classes). A
recognition score for test lot is calculated by considering almost all the variants of feature extraction. Test results gave a
recognition rate of 97.01%.
Keywords : FaceRecognition,PrincipalComponentAnalysis,Eigenfaces,Fuzzification,ANN,Genetic algorithm.

I.

entropy from the basic parts of face is collected and
commuted into a feature vector. Another technique is
based on the information theory methodology, known
as principal component analysis method. In this
method, feature vector is derived from the entire face
image. These are the eigen functions of the average
covariance of the ensemble of faces. Later, Turk and
Pentland [1] proposed a face recognition method
based on the eigenfaces approach. But Euclidian
Distance approach is not best method for images with
irregular shape areas or regions. Mapping to a
particular class is time consuming and not accurate.

INTRODUCTION

ACE is a heterogeneous multidimensional optical
model and exploiting a computational model for face
recognition is difficult. Systems for face
identification are based on information theory
approach of coding and decoding the face image.
Generally, a face recognition system consists of two
stages: learning and classification.
The methodology proposed here is to
differentiate face images from a large set of stored
images, considering possible variations in face
orientation as well. In our system, we use Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) for feature extraction and
a Genetic Algorithm based neuro-fuzzy system for
recognition. The eigenface approach used gives us the
best path to find the lower dimensional space of an
image. Any new face image can be then represented
as a linear combination of these eigenfaces.
Classification in eigenface approach is normally
based on Euclidean distance. However, Euclidean
distance does not work well for irregular face

Another technique used for face recognition is
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [2],[3]. Hidden
Markov model is a better method that works well for
facial images with huge change in illumination, and
orientation of head, expression of faces.HMM used to
enhance the features of signals. HMM is a statistical
model. It will give good results when it is applied on
the speech recognition and character recognition.
Face recognition rate will be decreased when the head
orientation and illumination is varied. This can be
avoided in the above model up to a certain limit.

A new training method using Genetic Algorithm
is introduced here for effective training of the
artificial neural network, which improves the
accuracy of the system and reduces the time
requirements. Fuzzification of PCA values is also
introduced before the neural network stage to further
improve the accuracy. The entire problem is treated
as an optimization problem and the technique used
here is one of the most efficient.

In neural network classification, the training using
back propagation is very much time consuming
method. Time complexity will increase if the number
of feature points large and the accuracy achieved in
this method is up to 88%-94%. Face recognition is
still not implemented successfully.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In statistics, principal components analysis
(PCA) is a technique that can be used to simplify a
data set more formally. It is a transform that chooses
a new coordinate system for the data set such that the
greatest variance by any projection of the data set
comes to lie on the first axis (then called the first
principal component), the second greatest variance on

II. RELATED WORKS
There are two basic techniques for face
recognition. The first technique is to draw out feature
vectors from the basic parts of a face such as chin,
mouth, nose, and eyes, with the help of constant
templates and enormous mathematics. Then key
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function having low values of input variables and
Presence membership function having high values of
membership variables.ie the input variables are
divided into high and low values.

the second axis, and so on. PCA can be used for
reducing dimensionality in a data set while retaining
those characteristics of the data set that contribute
most to its variance by eliminating the later principal
components. Eigenfaces method seemed to be a
decent technique to be used in facial recognition due
to its easiness, fastness and understanding capability.

Neuro-fuzzy
system
(NFS)
refers
to
combinations of artificial neural networks and fuzzy
logic. Here input of NFS is principal components of
images. The PCA is divided into High values and low
values. Then high and low values are given to the
hidden layers of neural networks (NN). Later
operations are managed by neural network.
Fuzzificatin is used to speed up the process and to
increase the identification accuracy.
B) Training of Neural network: The trial and error
method is basically used for training an artificial
neural network [6]. If the network behaves in the way
it should, then we change the weight of arbitrary link
by an arbitrary amount. The changes will continue till
the network shows good accuracy. It takes time, but
the trial and error method does produce results.
Regrettably, the amount of possible weights increases
exponentially as one adds new neurons, making large
number of neural nets. So it is not feasible to
construct the network using trial and error methods.

Fig. 1. Face Recognition System

Eigenfaces are a set of eigenvectors used in the
computer vision problem of human facial recognition.
Generally, the eigenfaces are the principal
components of a distribution of faces, or equivalently,
the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the set of
face images. Eigenfaces are mainly used for the
following purposes.
•

Draw up the suitable face information, which
may or may not be directly related to human face
features such as the eyes, nose and lips.

•

Interpret facial images efficiently. To cut down
the calculation and space complexity, every face
image can be represented using a small number
of dimensions.

The back-propagation algorithm [7],[8] compares
the result that was obtained with the result that was
expected. It then uses this information to
systematically modify the weights throughout the
neural network. This training takes only a fraction of
the time that trial and error method take. It can also
be reliably used to train networks on only a portion of
the data, since it makes inferences.

The PCA components were given to the input of
a Neuro Fuzzy system (NFS). NFS consists of 2 main
stages, Training of Neural network and Testing of
Neural network. Both these stages require the input in
the form of PCA values that has undergone
Fuzzification. The Face recognition system is shown
in fig 1.

But the back propagation method for training is
also slow and inefficient. The other problem of back
propagation is that it can get stuck in local minima
resulting in sub-optimal solutions and it needs large
amount of input/output data for training. We were not
sure to relate these inputs and output variables
properly. The problem appears to have overwhelming
complexity, but there is clearly a solution. The
solution to the problem may change over time, with
in the bound of the given input and output parameters

A) Fuzzification of PCA values: Fuzzification is one
of the powerful problems solving methodology
having wide range of applications like image and
information processing. It resembles human deciding
with its power to work from near data and discovered
accurate solutions. Fuzzy logic deals with logical
thinking that is abstract thought rather than fixed and
exact. Fuzzy logic may be two-valued logic ie truth
value or false value, fuzzy logic variables can have a
truth value that ranges in degree between 0 and 1.
Fuzzy logic has been elongated to treat the concept of
partial truth, where the truth value may range
between fully truth value and completely false value

In this work feed forward multilayered
perceptron neural network is used for classification
purpose. The training of neural network is made with
respect to the exemplars. Exemplars are the
representation of output. By looking the exemplars
we can identify which face is given as input. The
training of the neural network is based on a machine
learning approach, ie; Genetic Algorithm, in order to
optimize the result maximum. After the training
phase the classification is made. In classification
input PCA image will fuzzify and then apply to
Neural network (Fig 2). The NN will map the input
image into any one of the classes with respect to the
exemplars.

Fuzzification [4],[5]is the process of altering a
real value into a fuzzy value. For each input and
output variable selected, we define two membership
functions (MF). We have to define a qualitative
category for each one of them, for example: Absence
and Presence (High and Low). Absence membership

The training of the weights in the neural network
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seveeral times to get
g an efficientt optimized reesult.

Fig 3.Examp
ple

In above example 800%, 90% and
a
popu
ulations were taken as the ffittest .That is
Fig 2. Traaining of Neural network

is done using
u
Genetic algorithm. Geenetic algorithhm is
one of the
t evolutionary classificaation methodss for
machine learning purpose.
p
It is a Classs of
probabiliistic optimizattion algorithm
ms inspired byy the
biologicaal evolution process.
p
GA iss particularly well
suited for hard problem
ms where litttle is known about
a
the undderlying searrch space. The numberr of
determination errors should be minimal
m
whicch is
taken as the objective function. Thee genetic algorrithm
generallyy consists of
•

•

•

93%

[n41,n42,n43...................n60]]

80

[n61,n62,n63...................n80]]

90

[n161,n162,n1663..........n180]]

93

Taken the laast two populaations then ap
pply cross
overr or mutation to get new ssolutions. Cross over is
the process in which two solutions from
f
the
popu
ulations are selected,
s
split at a random cut point
and the latter hallves are intercchanged. In mutation
m
a
solu
ution in random
mly selected from a populaation, one
of itts weights is changed
c
to ann arbitrary vallue. It is a
proccess that happpens with low
w probability. Mutations
M
(Fig
g 4) and crossoover (Fig 5) shhown below.

Selection replicatees the most suuccessful soluutions
founnd in a popullation at a raate proportionnal to
theirr relative qualiity.

[ n61,n62,n633,n64,…………
………………
……n80]

Recoombination decomposess two disstinct
soluttions and thenn randomly mixes
m
their parrts to
form
m novel solutioons.

Fig 4: Mutaation

Muta
tation random
mly assigns a caandidate soluttion

[n61,n62,nn63…………..n80]

90

[n161,n1622, ……n179,.nn180]

93

Replaces With Arbitrary
ry Values

1) Usagee of Genetic Algorithm: The
T use of geenetic
algorithm
m [9],[10] redduces the nuumber of feaatures
needed by
b approximaately 30% whhile improvingg the
identificaation accuraccy over the baseline.
b
Genneticbased feeature weightiing significanntly improvess the
accuracyy than now exxists. Genetic algorithm is used
in this work
w
to train the entire neuural network with
respect to
t their exem
mplars. For exxample, createe the
random population
p
firrst (arbitrary weights) dennoted
by Npopp. Find out n solutions from
f
Npop which
w
shows most
m fitness (fiig 3). For eachh training purrpose
need to fix
f an objectivve function. With
W respect too that
objectivee function thhe neural neetwork shouldd be
effectivelly trained. The num
mber of ouutput
determination errors should
s
be minnimum is toook as
the objecctive function for training. Fitness
F
population
is found out
o by considering the objeective functionn. On
apply muutation or crosssover on n soolutions, it prooduce
most fitnness and whhich is again used to prooduce
number of solutions. These proceesses are repeeated

Fig 5.Crossoover

C) Testing of neural
n
networrk: Testing of
o Neural
netw
work [11],[122] is performed on a new
w face by
com
mparing with known outpuut faces. Thee input of
neurral network iss the fuzzified PCA comp
ponents of
unkn
nown face. Thhe output is thhe number of individual
i
facees (classes) in the databasess. Testing phaase results
map
pping of the innput to any onne of output classes (Fig
6). The
T output cllasses are reppresented by exemplars
e
(Thee highest valuue may be reprresented may be 1). By
conssidering the exemplars thhe system can
n identify
outp
put classes.
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netic Algorithm, in order tto optimize the
t result.
Gen
The network will map the inpuut image into any
a one of
the classes
c
with respect
r
to the exemplars by
y adjusting
the weights. Genetic-based
G
d feature weighting
w
sign
nificantly impproves the aaccuracy com
mpared to
pressently available solutions. The objectivee function
for the training phase is takeen as "the number
n
of
outp
put determinaation errors should be minimal".
m
Fitn
ness populatioon (weights) is then foun
nd out by
conssidered the objective
o
funcction. Mutatio
on and/or
crosssover are applied
a
on tthe populatio
on which
imprroves the fitnness of the sollutions. This process
p
is
repeeated several times to geet the optimu
um result.
(Fig
g.7)
Fig 6: Testiing of Neural neetwork

IV. EXP
PERIMENT
The proposed sysstem is testedd using a dataabase
containinng face imagees of 20 disttinct subjects.. We
have tenn different im
mages each for
f these subbjects
taken unnder differennt conditions like expresssion,
illuminattion etc. Each image is 112 x 92 pixels inn size
with 2566 levels of grey. For soome subjects,, the
images were
w
taken at
a different tiimes, varyingg the
lighting, facial exppressions (open/closed eyes,
smiling/nnot smiling etcc.) and facial details (glassees/no
glasses). All the imagges were taken against a dark
homogenneous backgroound with thhe subjects inn an
upright, frontal
f
positioon (with toleraance for somee side
movemennt).Reduce the size of inpuut image into 8 x 8
matrix (T
Total 64 compponents). An image of size 8 x 8
describess a vector of dimension
d
64, or a point in a 64dimensioon space. To
T
reduce the numberr of
dimensioons for com
mputability, some prinncipal
componeents having vaalues close too zero are omiitted.
Principall component having highh eigenvaluess are
retained. In this experriment, the im
mage is represeented
in a 3 or 5-dimensionaal space.

Fig 7: Experimenttal Result

Itt is observed from the experiment that the
efficciency of the proposed facee recognition system is
97.0
01%.
V. CONCLUSIION
In this paperr we have preesented the model
m
of a
statiic Face Recoggnition System
m using the concept
c
of
Eigeen Domain with Neuro--fuzzy Classsifier and
Gen
netic Algorithhm based ooptimization. A new
train
ning methodd using Geenetic Algorithm is
intro
oduced here for
f effective ttraining of thee artificial
neurral network, which
w
improvves the accuraacy of the
system and reduces the time requ
uirements.
Fuzzzification of PCA
P
values iss also introducced before
the neural netw
work stage too further imp
prove the
accu
uracy. The entire probleem is treateed as an
optim
mization probblem and the technique useed here is
one of the most efficient.
e
The maximum effficiency is
obseerved to be 977.01%. The effficiency can be
b further
increased by ussing a betterr face scanner, better
tech
hniques for scaling as well as efficient techniques
of edge
e
detectionn and feature extraction off the face
imag
ge.

The PCA values (vector valuee 3 or 5) obtaained
are thenn supplied to a Fuzzzification stage.
s
Fuzzificaation is a powerful problem sollving
methodollogy having a wide range of applicationns in
areas liike image and informaation processsing.
Fuzzificaation is the process
p
of alteering a real value
v
into a fuuzzy value, for
f e.g., abseence and pressence
(high andd low). Durinng this stage, the number of
o the
PCA com
mponent is douubled (fuzzy value)
v
and is given
g
to the neural
n
networrk. The rest of the process is
managedd by the neurall network.
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